
4 - SPEEDS

PUREE

CHOP

MIX

LIQUIFY

Chop fruits and vegetables, mix waffle batter, 
puree baby foods, and do so much more.

        PULSE MODE
Works with all speeds, giving greater control over texture 
and results.

DIAMOND BLENDER
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FUNCTIONS

        CRUSH ICE
Pulses at precise intervals 
for optimal ice crushing.
Turn hard ice into snowy 
consistency in seconds.

Now make perfectly blended 
frappé at home anytime.

         HOT FOODS 
Special Hot Foods button 
with “Soft Start” feature 
starts very slowly, then 
quickly increases speed 
for safe blending without 
splashing and a smooth 
velvety finish.

WITH DIAMOND 
VORTEX TECHNOLOGY

5KSB1585

Blend sumptuous hot soups effortlessly.

For delicious recipes, visit our blog - 
Kitchenthusiast at kitchenaidindia.com
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DIAMOND BLENDER

Named after its faceted jug design and intensely durable 
construction, the Diamond Blender is particularly suited to 
hot liquids and thick sauces that are blended to perfection in 
an innovative vortex design. Able to handle any ingredient, 
the stainless steel tri-blade means you can confidently crush 
ice cubes, puree soft fruits or blend extra-thick milkshakes, 
delivering silky smoothness every time. Looking to make food 
preparation easier than ever? Look to the new KitchenAid 
Diamond Blender.

  

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Wattage 615 W
Horsepower 0.9
Voltage  220 - 240 V
Frequency  50 / 60 Hz
Revolutions per minute 2000 to 11500   
(starting from hot foods) 
Diamond Pitcher capacity  1.75 L
Cord length 114.3 cm   
(under base storage)
Product dimensions 41.9 x 22.9 x 21.6 cm  
 (hxwxd)
Net Weight 4.5 kg

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

COLOUR PALETTE

EMPIRE 
RED

COBALT 
BLUE

WHITE

CANDY
APPLE

RASPBERRY
ICE

LIQUID 
GRAPHITE

GREEN 
APPLE

ONYX
BLACK

THE DIAMOND BLENDING SYSTEM

The patented stainless steel blades 
and diamond- shaped pitcher create 
a powerful vortex for fast and 
thorough blending results.

INTELLI-SPEED® MOTOR CONTROL 

Senses contents and maintains 
optimal speed to power through all 
ingredients. 

THE SOFT START® FEATURE

Starts the motor at a slower speed to 
pull food into the blade for optimal 
results.

THE LARGE 1.7 L BPA-FREE 

PATENTED DIAMOND PITCHER 
Design is shatter-, scratch- and stain-
resistant. BPA - free plastic ensures 
food safety, even for baby foods.

STURDY DIE CAST METAL BASE 

Robust, stable and built to last.

CLEAN TOUCH CONTROL PAD 

WITH SMART SYMBOLS

Wipes clean easily.

BONUS RECIPE BOOK 

Over 60 recipes created 
especially for the KitchenAid® 
Diamond Blender.

COMPACT DESIGN AND VAST 

COLOUR SELECTION

Single jar, standing design 
takes less space on the kitchen 
counter. Choice of 8 exciting 
colours to match your kitchen.

STAY PUT LID WITH INGREDIENT 

CUP

Practical, steadfast and helps to 
measure and add ingredients easily.

STANDARD COLOURS

PREMIUM COLOURS

ALMOND 
CREAM

CRYSTAL 
BLUE


